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Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 801,370 (510) soldiers killed, 2,848 (+8) enemy tanks, 5,748 (+6) armored  combat vehicles, 1,839 

(+2) artillery systems, 393 (+0) MLRS systems, 206 (+0) air defense systems, 278 (+0) warplanes, 261 (+0) helicopters, 

1,509 (+2) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 399 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,316 (+21) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 160 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Ukraine has won an important victory in the campaign that liberated western Kherson Oblast, culminating in the 

withdrawal of Russian forces completed on November 11. Putin had been determined to hold this key terrain, 

possession of which would have allowed him to renew his invasion of unoccupied Ukraine from positions on the west 

bank of the Dnipro River.  

That consideration was likely more important in Putin‘s calculations than the symbolic value of retaining the only oblast 

capital his forces had seized since February 24, 2022. (Russia had already taken Luhansk City and Donetsk City in its 

2014-2015 invasion.)  

Putin had committed substantial Russian forces to the defense of western Kherson, including many of the remaining 

elite airborne units available to the Russian military. He also committed reinforcements generated by the partial 

mobilization of reservists he had ordered on September 21. Those forces dug in and fought hard to hold their ground, 

taking many losses.  

Ukraine’s success despite this Russian determination and allocation of scarce elite units is in many respects even more 

impressive than its victory in Kharkiv Oblast in mid-September. 

Ukraine’s success resulted in large part from the Ukrainian Armed Forces’ (UAF’s) innovative use of US-provided 

HIMARS precision rocket systems to disrupt Russian supply lines. The HIMARS munitions the US has given Ukraine are 

not suitable for destroying bridges—their warheads are too small and are not optimized for such strikes.  

The UAF developed a tactic to work around that limitation by conducting multiple precision strikes across the key 

Antonivskyy Bridge and the road that ran atop the Kakhovka Dam in such a way as to break the roadways in a line 

across them, rendering them unusable without actually destroying the bridges’ infrastructure (or badly damaging the 

dam).  

The UAF continued to strike the bridges as Russian sought to repair them, targeting the repair equipment as well as the 

roadways until the Russians finally gave up and then attempted to construct a pontoon bridge under the Antonivskyy 

Bridge as a mitigation, but the UAF attacked that effort as well, causing them to abandon that as well.  

The Russians were left at the end with barges ferrying supplies, equipment, and reinforcements from the east to the 

west bank. The UAF attacked the barges and landing areas as well, but the ferry system was in any case insufficient to 

supply the 20,000-some Russian mechanized troops trying to hold their lodgment on the western bank of the river. 
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It was clear that the Russians would be unable to defend that lodgment by the time Russian Army General Sergey 

Surovikin took command of the Russian invasion of Ukraine on October 8. He signaled his intention to withdraw from 

western Kherson almost immediately and likely began setting conditions to retreat within a couple of weeks. 

(Comment – we have been reporting on this element for some weeks). 

It is not clear whether Putin authorized Surovikin to abandon western Kherson fully at that time or whether Surovikin 

had to continue working to persuade Putin of the hopelessness of any effort to hold on in western Kherson. However 

that may be, Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu met with Surovikin on November 9 in a staged, public setting and 

ordered him to withdraw, which Surovikin promptly did. 

Putin likely elevated Surovikin and let him withdraw from western Kherson on condition that he take the rest of 

Donetsk Oblast using Russian forces recouped from western Kherson as well as newly-arriving mobilized servicemen. 

This observation offered by Andriy Zagorodnyuk, chairman of the Ukrainian Center of Defense Strategies, is the likeliest 

explanation for the resumption in the intensity of Russian offensive operations first around Bakhmut and then to the 

southwest around the Vuhledar area that began on October 28.  

These offensive efforts otherwise make little operational sense. They are far from operationally significant locations 

apart from Bakhmut and were launched during a difficult muddy time by inadequately prepared mobilized servicemen 

before Russian commanders in the area had amassed enough combat power for decisive operations. Surovikin likely 

ordered them to start when they did as an earnest sign of his commitment to Putin. 

Comment – It is our opinion that from Bakhmut and other areas in the immediate surrounding area, there is a direct 

(and the shortest) line down to Mariupol on the Black Sea coast. Successfully reaching there effectively severs Russian 

forces in two, leaving those to the west isolated and in danger of encirclement). 

Russian offensive operations in Donetsk Oblast will intensify in the coming weeks as additional mobilized 

servicemen arrive along with forces withdrawn from western Kherson. Ukrainian forces in the area will find themselves 

hard-pressed, and Kyiv will very likely have to divert troops to defend against these renewed Russian offensives.  

The Russians are not likely to make operationally significant gains despite their renewed efforts, although they could 

conceivably take Bakhmut over time at enormous cost. Russian mobilized servicemen have shown themselves to be 

inadequately trained, poorly equipped, and very reluctant to fight. They are not arriving in cohesive units but rather are 

being sent largely as individual or small unit replacements to units that have been fighting without rest for nine 

months, have suffered devastating losses in men and equipment, and are largely demoralized themselves. 

Russian forces operating in Donetsk Oblast include conventional units of the regular Russian Armed Forces, mobilized 

servicemen, Wagner Private Military Company troops, BARS (Russian volunteer reserve) formations, militia units from 

the Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics, soldiers from Ramzan Kadyrov’s Chechen units, and volunteer battalions.  

This bizarre congeries of combat forces will have considerably less effective combat power than would a grouping of 

regular units of similar size. It is extremely unlikely that Surovikin will be able to forge it into a force able to conduct 

large-scale offensive mechanized maneuver warfare, particularly since he is not even taking (or being allowed to take) 

the time to build a coherent strike force before hurling it into the attack.  

This weird mix of forces will likely make some gains through sheer weight of numbers, but Ukrainian defenders, likely 

reinforced, will most probably force it to a halt over the next few months not far from its starting points. 
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Ukraine will also likely 

recoup combat power from 

western Kherson and redeploy 

it to other areas for both 

defensive and counter-offensive 

operations. The UAF could 

conceivably try to chase the 

Russians across the Dnipro River 

at various points but is unlikely to 

do so because the logistics of 

supporting a Ukrainian lodgment 

on the eastern bank are very 

daunting.  

The UAF is therefore more likely 

to consolidate its control of the 

western bank, leave enough 

force to deter any Russian 

attempt to cross the river again, 

and reallocate forces to other 

areas. The Russian offensive in 

Donetsk Oblast will likely require 

the UAF to divert some forces to 

defend in that area, but they will 

likely send at least part of the 

recouped combat power either 

to reinforce its ongoing counter-

offensive in Luhansk Oblast or to 

open another counter-offensive 

somewhere else (we will not 

speculate about where that 

might be). 

Ukrainian forces have 

continued to make limited 

gains in Luhansk Oblast and will likely be able to make more gains if they are reinforced by troops from western 

Kherson. The Russians are also reinforcing their defensive positions in Luhansk Oblast, to be sure, but the UAF has been 

grinding forward nevertheless, and there is no reason to forecast that the ill-trained, ill-equipped, and low-morale 

Russian reservists will be able to stop Ukrainian troops, buoyed by their victories, from advancing. 

A cessation or prolonged slowing of combat operations over the next few months is therefore very unlikely.  

The Russians are emphatically not attempting to establish and strengthen defensive positions all along the line but are 

rather renewing offensive operations in Donetsk Oblast. The Ukrainians will almost certainly continue their counter-

offensive operations already underway.  
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Both sides are already 

fighting in very muddy 

conditions. They will not likely 

stop fighting when winter 

freezes the ground and 

makes it even more 

conducive to large-scale 

mechanized maneuver 

warfare. Combat is more 

likely to intensify than to 

slacken as temperatures 

drop. 

Any attempt at a 

ceasefire or cessation of 

hostilities at this time 

would overwhelmingly 

favor Russia. Putin should 

desire such a ceasefire in his 

own interest. He should 

recognize that he needs to 

give his forces time to recover 

and allow the reservists 

flowing into the theater time 

to integrate into their units, 

train up, and prepare for 

serious combat.  

He should want to stop the 

Ukrainians from capitalizing 

on the emotional lift of their 

recent victories. The fact that 

Putin continues to whip his 

generals to offensives in 

these circumstances is thus a 

grave error from a military 

perspective.  

It likely results from whatever 

psychological factors led 

Putin to order the invasion in 

the first place but also 

increasingly from Putin’s 

need to show his toughness 

to the hardline faction led, at 

least in public, by Wagner financier Yevgeny Prigozhin. Putin is unlikely to be willing to seek a ceasefire, therefore, 

unless it is accompanied by tremendous Ukrainian or international concessions. 
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Napoleon famously quipped:  Never interrupt your enemy whilst he is in the midst of making a mistake. That 

aphorism has never been truer—Ukraine and its backers should take advantage of Putin’s error by continuing to press 

the counter-offensive in circumstances far more favorable to Kyiv than to Moscow. 

Ukraine has by no means liberated the minimum territory essential to its future security and economic 

survival even with the victory in western Kherson, finally.  

The city of Melitopol and surrounding areas, the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant, land on the east bank of the lower 

Dnipro River, and territory in Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts are all vital terrain for Ukraine, as ISW has previously argued.  

Discussions about the future of Crimea and other Ukrainian lands illegally occupied by Russia after 2014 are premature. 

Ukraine must liberate tens of thousands of square kilometers short of those areas if it is to be able to defend itself 

against future Russian attacks and reestablish a functional economy. 

Ukrainians and the West must bend every effort toward enabling the liberation of those lands as rapidly as 

possible before worrying about what lies beyond them. Momentum is an important factor in war. Ukraine has it now. 

Kyiv and its partners must make the most of it. 

Wagner Group Financer Yevgeny Prigozhin asked the Russian Prosecutor General’s Office to open a case against 

St. Petersburg Governor Alexander Beglov for high treason amid viral footage of Wagner forces murdering one of their 

own. Prigozhin and Russian nationalist milbloggers largely supported the murder of the alleged traitor. 

The Russian military grouping stationed in Belarus continues to generate social tensions among Belarusians. 

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian forces continued counteroffensive operations in the direction of 

Kreminna and Svatove. 

Ukrainian forces continued to consolidate control over the right bank of the Dnipro River in Kherson Oblast and 

struck a Russian military base in Chaplynka, Kherson Oblast, 50km south of Beryslav on the eastern bank of the Dnipro. 

Russian forces continued to conduct offensive operations in the directions of Bakhmut, Avdiivka, and 

Vuhledar. The Russian MoD claimed its forces captured Mayorsk, southeast of Bakhmut. 

Russian forces continued routine indirect fire against frontline settlements in Zaporizhia and Dnipropetrovsk 

oblasts. Russian forces struck Zaporizhzhia City with an Iskander missile. 

Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov announced that Putin ordered the demobilization of mobilized students in 

Russian-occupied Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts, likely as part of an ongoing effort to integrate proxy forces into the 

Russian Armed Forces. 

Russian forces and occupation officials are forcibly mobilizing men in Russian-occupied Melitopol, Zaporizhia 

Oblast, and forcing them to construct trenches and defensive fortifications in the city. 

Putin proposed an amendment to a draft law that would allow Russian officials to revoke Russian citizenship for 

disseminating “false” information about the Russian military, participating in extremist or undesirable organizations, or 

calling for violations of Russian “territorial integrity.” 

Kherson’s Airport Was A Death Trap For Russian Troops - Three days after the Kremlin ordered its starving, 

battered forces to retreat from the right bank of the Dnipro River in southern Ukraine’s Kherson Oblast, Ukrainian 

troops liberated the international airport. 
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No one should be surprised at what the Ukrainians discovered at Chornobaivka Airport, on the northern edge of 

Kherson city six miles north of the river. 

The airport for months had been a veritable shooting gallery for Ukrainian artillery. Many of the victims of the months-

long bombardment—wrecked tanks, trucks and radars—still littered Chornobaivka when the Ukrainian vanguard 

entered the airport. 

Invading Russian troops had captured Chornobaivka Airport on Feb. 27, just three days into Russia’s wider war on 

Ukraine. The Russian armed forces converted the airport into a major base for the 8th and 49th Combined Arms Armies 

and other formations comprising the Russian garrison in Kherson Oblast. 

Helicopter regiments set up shop on the tarmac. Engineers dug revetments for scores of armored vehicles. There were 

huge supply dumps. Headquarters facilities hosted several top generals and their staffs. 

There was one problem. Chornobaivka Airport lies just 23 miles south of Mykolaiv. The Russian offensive north of 

Kherson ground to a halt well short of Mykolaiv, leaving the airport firmly within range of the Ukrainian army’s artillery 

and rockets—to say nothing of the Ukrainian air force’s TB-2 drones. 

So that huge concentration of troops and vehicles at Chornobaivka Airport became arguably the biggest, and easiest, 

target for Ukrainian gunners for six months until the start of the Ukrainian counteroffensive that ultimately liberated 

Kherson Oblast right of the Dnipro. 

The first Ukrainian strike on the airport, by TB-2s firing laser-guided missiles, came with hours of Russian forces 

occupying the facility. Two weeks later, Ukrainian artillery bombarded the tarmac. A week after that, on March 16, 

Ukrainian gunners hit the tarmac again and destroyed at least seven Russian helicopters. 

After the March 16 raid, the Russians pulled their aircraft from the airport. But ground forces remained. In strikes on 

March 18 and March 24, Ukrainian gunners killed two generals—one each from the 8th and 49th CAAs. “We caught 

them again in Chornobaivka,” reported Oleksiy Arestovych, an advisor to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky. 
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So it went for the next five months. Every couple of weeks, Chornobaivka Airport erupts in flames. But Russian troops 

clung to the airport just like they clung to the rest of Kherson Oblast. Even as their front-line strength bled away, and 

their logistics frayed. 

After months of preparatory bombardment, Ukrainian brigades in late August launched a broad counteroffensive 

across the Kherson front. The Ukrainians steadily advanced, taking a lot of casualties but likely inflicting far more 

casualties on the exhausted Russians. 

The end, when it came, was swift. The Kremlin on Wednesday ordered its forces right of the Dnipro to consolidate on 

the opposite bank of the wide river. That meant leaving Kherson city and Chornobaivka Airport. 

Two days later, the Russians were gone. 

The Ukrainian troops who cautiously entered the airport on Saturday discovered a veritable junkyard of wrecked 

Russian equipment, including at least one T-62 tank, several BMD fighting vehicles, Ural trucks, two Msta-B howitzers, a 

Buk air-defense system, a Zhitel radio-jammer and a Podlet-K1 radar. 

There also were two unflyable Ukrainian army helicopters, a Mi-8 and an Mi-24, that the Ukrainians had abandoned at 

the airport back in February and still were intact, if badly in need of maintenance, nine months later. 

Zelensky says it is ‘hell’ in Donetsk as battle rages - Ukrainian troops are going through “hell” in the Donetsk 

region from Russian forces putting up a stiff fight after abandoning Kherson last week, President Zelensky said. 

In a video address he described the clashes in the eastern region of Donetsk since Russia abandoned the only regional 

capital it captured since the war began in February. 

“There it is just hell — there are extremely fierce battles there every day,” Zelensky said. “But our units are defending 

bravely — they are withstanding the terrible pressure of the invaders, preserving our defence lines.” 

Zelensky said before fleeing Kherson, Russian troops “destroyed all the critical infrastructure: communications, water, 

heat, electricity.” 

According to the Ukrainian leader, Russians “everywhere have the same goal: to humiliate people as much as possible. 

But we will restore everything, believe me,” he said in the address. 

Ukrainian tanks take on inexperienced Russian conscripts in the Kharkiv region - Ukrainian tank crews on 

the front line are fighting against recently mobilized Russian troops. They say Russia's reinforcements are thrown into 

battle often without proper experience or equipment, and that dead Russian troops are immediately replaced by new 

draftees. 

Impacts 

UN General Assembly calls for Russian reparations to Ukraine - The U.N. General Assembly approved a 

resolution Monday calling for Russia to be held accountable for violating international law by invading Ukraine, 

including by paying reparations for widespread damage to the country and for Ukrainians killed and injured during the 

war. The vote in the 193-member world body was 94-14 with 73 abstentions. It was close to the lowest level of support 

received by any of the five Ukraine-related resolutions adopted by the General Assembly since Russia’s Feb. 24 invasion 

of its smaller neighbor. 

The resolution recognizes the need to establish “an international mechanism for reparation for damage, loss or injury’” 

arising from Russia’s “wrongful acts” against Ukraine. 
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It recommends that the assembly’s member nations, in cooperation with Ukraine, create “an international register” to 

document claims and information on damage, loss or injury to Ukrainians and the government caused by Russia. 

After Kherson, how Russia's army could “Fold like a house of cards” - Kyiv has no intentions of letting Russian 

troops regroup with any "operational pause." Events will begin to move quickly in Donbas and may be heading for 

Crimea sooner rather than later. 

The U.S. Institute for the Study of War predicts that Russia will likely launch a new offensive in the Donetsk region. 

Ukraine is then expected to use the forces freed up after pushing the Russian army out of the western Kherson region 

to reinforce the current offensive in the Luhansk region. (Comment – this Update series similarly predicted this some 

weeks ago). 

In an interview after the liberation Friday of Kherson, Mykhailo Podolyak, top advisor to the Head of the Office of the 

President of Ukraine, said that the situation at the front will develop very quickly from now on. 

"The heaviest battles will be in the direction of Luhansk, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhya. Especially in the Donetsk direction, 

where combat-capable Russian military units exist,” he said. 

Podolyak added that the push will happen independently of weather conditions. “No one will give Mr. Putin, Mr. 

Surovikin, or Mr. Shoigu any opportunity to get an operational pause", he said, referring to Russia’s President, the 

general in charge of the war in Ukraine, and Russia’s defense minister. 

Russia is believed to still have enough weapons to hold out for some time and still has missiles to hit energy 

infrastructure, but this is a maximum of several months’ worth. 

"After the Russian groupings in Zaporizhzhya, Donetsk, and Luhansk direction will be destroyed, the entire defense of 

the Russian army will fold like a house of cards,” Podolyak said. “We will see a massive, incredibly spectacular escape of 

Russians from Crimea. It will be an enchanting spectacle." 

Since the liberation of Kherson, Ukrainian troops have already liberated 12 settlements in the Luhansk region, in a clear 

sign that the Ukrainian army is continuing its offensive in eastern Ukraine. 

Serhiy Haidai, head of the Luhansk Regional Military Administration, confirmed that combat is intense. "Heavy fighting 

is taking place in Luhansk every day. Russians opened heavy fire on the villages recently liberated from them, so we are 

trying to evacuate them,” he said. “There are a lot of contractors from Wagner Group and a new Russian draftees." 

Lose Kherson, lose it all - After the defeat on the west bank of the Dnipro River, Russia could end up losing 

Melitopol, Berdyansk, and Mariupol. Here's how that could happen. 

On 9 November, general Sergey Surovikin, Russia's top commander in Ukraine, reported the following to Defense 

Minister Sergei Shoigu: “After a thorough assessment of the current situation, it's proposed we take up defensive 

positions on the east bank of the Dnipro River.” 

In other words, it was proposed to abandon the bridgehead on the west bank of the river that spanned parts of the 

Kherson and Mykolaiv regions of Ukraine, and respectively, Kherson. 

According to British General Richard Shirreff, ex-Deputy Commander of NATO forces, the loss of Kherson is a “great 

humiliation” for Putin. Furthermore, the loss of the west bank of the Dnipro River is a big military defeat for Russia, 

comparable to driving out Russian soldiers from the Kharkiv region and banishing their Izium and Lyman groups of 

forces. 
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It could possibly have even greater significance. Two impressive victories by Ukraine's Armed Forces in a row 

demonstrate that Russia is losing the war is a real possibility now. The consequences for Putin personally and the ruling 

regime would be less than ideal. 

HIMARS engagement zone in Russia’s army rear after surrender of Kherson 

Ukrainian HIMARS reach is now closer to Crimea and other weapon systems can now reach the northern outskirts of 

Crimea itself. 

Sanctions 

Yellen announces new US sanctions on Russian military networks - US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has 

announced new US sanctions targeting networks accused of supplying military technology for Russia’s war in Ukraine. 

Speaking on the sidelines of the G20 summit in Bali on Monday, Yellen said the measures would target 14 individuals 

and 28 entities. 

Yellen declined to provide details of the identity or location of the alleged network, or the technologies involved but 

said a more detailed announcement would be made later on Monday. 
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“This is part of our larger effort to disrupt Russia’s war effort and deny equipment it needs through sanctions and 

export controls,” Yellen told journalists. 

The US has already rolled out a raft of sanctions against Russia in response to its war in Ukraine, including measures 

focusing on Russian military suppliers and US-based manufacturers of components used by Moscow in its military 

hardware. 

Yellen said that Washington would continue to support Ukraine with financial and economic aid. 

Geopolitics 

Leaders of the world's two most powerful economies met today in Bali. President Biden sat down for an in-

person meeting with Chinese leader Xi Jinping, who recently secured an unprecedented third term as Beijing's General 

Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party.  

The two met today on the sidelines of the G20 summit, which this time does not involve Russia's Vladimir Putin—

though worries stemming from his sputtering Ukraine invasion still loomed like a cloud over events in Bali, according to 

Reuters.  

"There need not be a new Cold War," Biden told reporters afterward. "And I do not think there is any imminent 

attempt on the part of China to invade Taiwan, and I made it clear that our policy on Taiwan has not changed at all," 

the president said. "I made it clear that we want to see cross strait issues peacefully resolved." 

Tensions Escalate between Azerbaijan and Iran - While the Ukraine war dominates global headlines, another 

conflict is brewing in the South Caucasus, where Azerbaijan and Iran have grown increasingly hostile since the 2020 

Karabakh War. 

Following Azerbaijan’s decisively victory over Armenia, helped by military support from both Israel and Turkey, Iran 

came to realize that its security along its northern border was at risk, as the war risked cutting it off from a key regional 

ally in Yerevan. 

Where Tehran seemed willing to accept the inevitability of Azerbaijan regaining the Karabakh region, which the United 

Nations officially recognizes as a part of Azerbaijan, the Islamic Republic has raised concerns over frequent the new 

encroachments along Armenia’s southern borders that have occurred throughout September. This renewed assault by 

Azerbaijan has caused no small amount of alarm, not just from Iran, but also the United States and France. 

The encroachments approach one of Tehran’s red lines in the possible redrawing of the borders of the Caucasus, an 

outcome that is frequently hinted at in rhetoric from presidents Aliyev and Erdogan concerning pan-Turkic expansion. A 

redrawing would present new geopolitical problems for Iran; among them is the disruption of an ancient trade route 

through Armenia that has been active for thousands of years. 

Azerbaijan has made no secret of its animosity toward Iran since its 2020 war with Armenia, going so far as to highlight 

maps of ‘Greater Azerbaijan’ that feature parts of Iran’s northern provinces (Iran is home to around 16 million Azeris, 

who are concentrated in the northwest of the country along the Azerbaijan border). 

Both Baku and Tehran have gone tit-for-tat in diplomatic slights directed at each other this past year, which has raised 

tensions even further. In the wake of the 2020 war, Iran has held various military exercises along its borders in order to 

deter Azerbaijan. On the other side, Baku has ramped up tensions with Iran by promoting a potential secessionist 

movement of Azerbaijanis in Iran. 


